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The husband of this couple sitting on the opposite side of the booth 
is his wife’s work friend, more or less, probably more. For sure more. 
Drew doesn’t want to be here at this Saturday night dinner. But his wife, 
Chloe, informed him, “It’ll be good for you.” “Good how?” he’d asked. 
She repeated, louder, “Good,” as if increased volume were significant. 
So here he is.

It’s a fish restaurant, in one of the fancy suburbs, though why 
here, Drew wonders, after the husband’s wife announces she’s allergic 
to shellfish. There’s a long story about discovering this allergy while 
eating oysters two years ago in Nantucket. “My body betrayed me,” she 
says solemnly, and in unison everyone sips their oversize, ice-chippy 
martinis. Right when they sat down, she conducted a long conversation 
with the waiter about which menu items were safe for her to order. “The 
seafood tower is out,” he’d said, going for a joke. No smile: “Once there 
was clam juice in a sauce,” she said. “Such a nightmare.” Broiled salmon 
for her, well-done. The husband picked crabcakes, maybe grabbing his 
chance to live large. Drew can’t remember his own choice. Some non-
fishy fish.

Chloe sits on the outer edge of the booth bench, shunting Drew 
to the interior, which feels vaguely unmanly to him. He’s opposite 
the wife, who has nicked his shin with her pointy-toed shoe twice, an 
accident, he presumes; “oops,” she murmurs after each incident. He’s 
been told their names but is refusing to use them, even to think them. 
This is the tiny rebellion he allows himself.

Everyone’s fortyish, living in suburban DC. Everyone drives an 
upscale foreign car and bitches about the price of oil changes. Everyone 
loathes their commute, exaggerating its length. Everyone’s white. In 
short, everyone’s interchangeable, is the word settling in Drew’s head. 
This wife would nag about what Chloe does, like his not wanting to go 
out on a Saturday night, and she probably earns as much in her job, 
votes for the same candidates, uses the same perfume. Chloe’s on track 
for a shellfish allergy, he concludes. (She orders tuna.) Chloe and the 
wife go with vodka martinis, Drew and the husband with gin. 
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There’s some long story the husband’s telling, about waiting in line 
for something, bringing fold-up chairs and umbrellas. Apple, Black 
Friday. Drew won’t wait in any line deeper than two people. One of the 
things Chloe natters about: how he sits in a molded chair until right 
before the airline gate closes. Or lingers in the theater lobby, ambling in 
as the show starts, bumping through a row of knees to his seat. Goes to 
Starbucks at off-hours or bolts if it’s crowded. “You know what this says 
about you?” Chloe says, and he shakes his head no; how can this be 
meaningful? “That you’re selfish,” she says, a judgment he can accept. 
They’ve been married five years, together seven. Such secret relief to 
find a woman who didn’t want children. He could have been talked 
into one, possibly two—but he’s not someone who needs to reproduce. 
The husband has a child from a previous marriage, according to 
Chloe, a teenage girl who lives in Providence. The husband is from 
Rhode Island. Chloe knows it all. When Rhode Island comes up in 
conversation, Drew mentions it’s one of six states he’s never been to, 
but instead of the husband saying something ordinary, like you should 
go, he stares silently, absorbing this piece of information, his eyes 
edged with glassy rage. 

The wife’s laughing at something Chloe has said. Everyone’s laugh-
ing except Drew, so he catches up. Equally quickly, it’s silence and back 
to gulping martinis. What an uncomfortable fit for a dinner, when he 
could be home watching baseball or golf, gently numbed by green grass 
on a giant tv screen. “Who’s winning?” Chloe might ask, startling him 
with the inappropriate question. “Home team,” he’d say.

Chloe goes on about this guy, on and on, uttering his name a 
hundred times a day, calling him her work husband, which is a thing. 
Drew looked it up online because, like the rest of the world, that’s what 
he does when he doesn’t know something, runs to Google for facts. 
TFW. SMH. A spin through Urban Dictionary to see what’s new. He’s 
on it. Your special guy friend at the office. The one who knows how you 
want your coffee, the one you give the gossip to first. Intimate. Platonic. 

The repetition of this name is a shovel digging deeper and deeper. 
He’s embarrassed to watch the two of them, sitting opposite each other, 
how carefully they don’t let their eyes linger and lock, their hands 
tightly folded, about as virtuous as praying at a pew. He imagines this 
posture at meetings, over lunches, in front of vendors, at office happy 
hours amid the swirling crowd. The whole office has to see. Also, the 
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wife here, with her pointy shoes. The waiter probably pegs those two as 
the married couple, figuring Drew and the wife are a misguided fix-up. 

It’s not physical, he wants to whisper to the wife, just a crush. 
Harmless, says Urban Dictionary. The wife looks like one of those 
tense, determined women, frantic to see bad things with her own eyes. 

“Another martini?” Chloe asks. “Are you having another?” The 
question is directed nowhere and dangles until the husband jumps in, 
“We took Uber, so…”

Drew circles his finger “another round” to the waiter, deciding for 
everyone. He’s already planning to pick up dinner, to be grand that 
way while testing the husband. How hard will he protest? Chloe and 
the husband work in a do-gooder, low-paying field, while Drew is in 
wealth management. The wife does something with the government. 

The waiter clears the dirty glassware, and there they all are, no 
alcohol. The wife sips water, accidentally kicks Drew under the table, 
says, “Ooops. Sorry. Again.” The wife’s lips are extra-glossy, so shiny he 
swears he sees his own reflection.

The husband says, “Do you need to trade places with me?”
“I’m fine,” she says.
“You keep kicking the poor guy,” he says.
She laughs, fast and rabbity.
“No, for real,” the husband says. “What is that, like the sixth time?”
The wife sets her glass of water back into its pool of condensation. 

Just a small tap, but oddly loud.
Chloe says to the husband, “I’ll kick you six times, make it even.” 

He studiously not-smiles. His face is perpetually pinched, with those 
ridiculous jutting cheekbones women like Chloe sigh over. Drew’s face 
is pumpkin-fat, or so it feels. You’d need two of this guy’s face to drape 
his.

Drew says, “It was only twice. No need to knock yourself out, Chloe.”
The wife says, “Give me a break.”
The husband says, “I’m just saying.” He leans back hard in the booth, 

a combination of triumph and dissociation, as does the wife. Her lower 
jaw juts forward. One of them makes a tongue-click.

Chloe’s hand is on the table, and she nudges it over to envelop 
Drew’s, pressing into a long, luxurious squeeze. Look how we’re a 
happy couple, that pose chides, look at me. Her fingers are cold from 
too much a.c., though Drew’s back is clammy with sweat. Chloe’s not 
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a cheater. In her early thirties she was a week away from marrying a 
man who turned out to be leading a double life, with year-old twins 
and a girlfriend in a neighboring suburb. That’s when she moved from 
Louisiana to DC, desperate to start over where no one knew what she 
called her “pathetic story.” “I had a Toyota Corolla, two suitcases, and a 
box of Waterford from his relatives I wasn’t about to return,” she’d told 
Drew when they met at a rooftop Fourth of July party a month after she 
arrived. “I’m from here,” he’d said, and she glared as if his story were 
ludicrous. “Really,” he added. “Sibley Hospital. First baby of the new 
year,” and strangely that detail made her smile and uncross her arms. 
Now she tells people she’s an army brat who grew up all over, never 
mentioning Louisiana. Chloe is the new name she chose for what she 
calls her “blissful new life.”

The wife leans forward and asks, “Have you ever saved someone’s 
life?” Clearly, she craves chatter. Her smile is toothy and high-watt, but 
also brittle. 

The husband closes his eyes and says, “This again?” It’s a low, muttery 
growl, though not low enough, and the words are quite clear to Drew, 
and likely to Chloe. Poor wife, hooked up with this steaming albatross 
turd. Drew shouldn’t be happy the guy’s a douche, but obviously he’s 
thrilled. He places his other hand on top of Chloe’s, playing her happy-
couple game, but the instant he does, the husband’s eyes pop open, 
and Chloe messily disentangles from Drew, creating the excuse of 
flicking a crumb on the table to hunch her shoulders and lean forward, 
purposely offering up—he swears—titty flash down the V-neck of her 
new dress. But she grabs Drew’s hand, leans against his shoulder, her 
head a sudden, ten-ton weight. The husband gets fluttery and pissy. 
Happy couple! 

The wife says, “I’m asking them. Not you.” 
The husband’s face pinches tighter but he’s silent.
Chloe stares at her fingernails, which are shellacked turquoise. 

She suddenly sighs, as if this scene is excruciatingly as she expected. 
“Where are those ever-loving drinks?” and she and the husband laugh 
together, and she explains, “It’s just something someone says at work.” 

So. “What happened?” Drew asks the wife. “I never saved anyone’s 
life. Must be amazing.”

Out comes a long story about CPR in a CVS aisle when she was 
fourteen the day after Red Cross babysitting training where they 
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practiced on dummies. There’s a rhythm to the story, with certain 
words emphasized and dramatic pauses, so clearly it’s a story she’s told 
often. The husband must feel guilty because he laughs when they’re 
supposed to and supplies a key detail: “What about your red lipstick 
that smeared the guy’s face and what his wife said?” 

Throughout, Chloe leans against Drew. She’s barely breathing, 
very still, like something barely contained. Is it just plain crazy or is it 
audacious to push him into this date? Like she’s expecting something 
from Drew? He’s not a guy who punches guys. The only grand gesture 
he envisions tonight is when the check comes. The husband’s already 
finished a couple of Chloe’s sentences for her, and she his; he said, 
“Gray Goose vodka? You saw there’s Belvedere, right?” showing off that 
he, too, knows Belvedere is Chloe’s brand. 

Maybe he and the wife are a fix-up, Drew thinks. Maybe those three 
are all in on it, everyone except him, hoping for a swap like some two-
star summer romcom.

This new V-neck dress is for the work husband, Drew already 
knows, as are the happy-couple games. But it smacks his gut deep 
to understand suddenly that it’s the husband who Chloe’s expecting, 
or demanding, the grand gesture from tonight, and that’s why this 
dinner and this set of games he’s barely a player in. Drew and the 
wife are incidental fodder, nowhere close to the center of this story. 
Right then the second set of drinks arrives, and everyone grabs, 
drinks nervously and greedily. The waiter lingers, apologizing for 
a delay on the main courses—someone’s food fell on the floor, so 
they’re making everything over again, fresh. “Dessert on the house,” 
the waiter says. He stands there a moment, as if waiting to be 
thanked—which he isn’t; don’t drop our fucking food, Drew thinks, 
sensing the husband also thinking exactly that. Finally, the waiter 
steps away. This neverending dinner will stretch beyond the end of 
time. Right now, Drew couldn’t say why he married Chloe. Because 
they’d been dating two years, and like an alarm clock, time was up? 
Because he thought that someone who’d been cheated on wouldn’t 
cheat on him? Because he was afraid not to?

“They never hand out free liquor,” the husband says. He speaks with 
authority, as if this is an important observation, then tilts his glass for 
a different view of his olive. 

“Actually, they do sometimes,” the wife says.
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“Jesus, just agree,” the husband says. Pouts, he pouts the stupid 
sentence.

Chloe twists to kiss Drew on the cheek. Her lips are chilled and 
ghostly, the skin slightly chapped. He smells the faint undertone of 
the Chanel No. 5 he gave her last Valentine’s Day…or so he assumes, 
because he couldn’t pick Chanel No. 5 out of a lineup, though a work 
husband surely could. 

The wife says, “You know what Dorothy Parker said about martinis, 
right?”

The husband says, “Yes. We all know.”
“Not me,” Chloe says, pressing up against Drew’s arm. “I don’t know.”
“Yes, you do,” the husband says. “We were talking about it in the 

staff meeting on Thursday.”
“I don’t remember,” Chloe says.
“For fuck’s sake,” Drew says. “‘A martini is fine, two at the most. Give 

me three and I’m under the host.’ That’s pretty much what she said.”
“So funny,” Chloe says, not laughing, not smiling. “I know I would 

have remembered that.”
The wife says, “Actually, she didn’t say it. I don’t know why I said she 

did, because I read online that actually she drank scotch and actually 
this is one of those urban myths. Like the things Mark Twain didn’t say. 
She should have said it, I guess.”

Drew says, “Here’s to urban myths,” and he lifts his glass and 
everyone copycats. “Who gives a shit who said what if it’s funny, right?” 
he says. “To being funny!” and up go the glasses again. Chloe and the 
work husband finally lock eyes, send their secret messages: “my drunk 
husband,” “my annoying wife.”

The wife says, “Do you mind with the swearing? I mean…”
The husband says, “Once a southern Baptist, always a damn 

southern Baptist. We’ve got a cuss jar, if you can believe that.”
“Interesting,” Chloe says with a cruel smile of interest. 
The wife’s face flushes pink. “Hon,” she warns.
“Dollar a word.” The husband laughs, as does Chloe.
“Sorry,” Drew lies. “My shit of a mouth gets me in trouble constantly.” 

Somehow, this second martini is half gone already. He wiggles his 
wallet from his back pocket and dredges out a five that he lets drift 
onto the table. “Guess I’m good for two more,” he says. “Unless you’ve 
got change?”
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“I do,” she says, grabbing her purse.
“I’m kidding,” Drew says. “Keep the extra. And I’ll watch the 

cursing.” She folds the bill and drops it into her purse, which is badass 
or embarrassing or both. He doesn’t need the five bucks, but that she 
took it.

“Curse away,” the husband says. “It’s not like she controls you.”
“Hey, I’ll pay for his ‘damn southern Baptist,’” Drew says. “And spot 

him one more.” 
“Drew curses too much anyway,” Chloe says. “He’ll survive. He’s a 

big boy.” There’s a moment where he feels everyone focused on him, 
assessing his bulk. Then Chloe says, “Anyway, I grew up with a cuss jar 
down in Louisiana. I’d’ve lost my whole allowance at a dollar a word.” 
Drew is disoriented, unsure why, unless it’s the gin, but it’s not, it’s 
Louisiana. The work husband knows that. 

Chloe concludes abruptly, as if sensing a screw-up: “Ours was only 
a nickel. But really. Who cares? I’m just going on. I don’t think about 
back then, because it was so long ago. It’s goodbye to all that. I mean, 
as much as anyone can say goodbye to all that. Can we wipe away the 
past completely?”

“I didn’t know you were from the South,” the wife says. “So 
interesting.” She sounds interested. 

“Chloe doesn’t like talking about her past,” the husband prisses. 
“She just said so.” The wife “hmmms,” as apparently something clicks 
into place, and the husband jumps back in, as if keeping up with 
PowerPoint slides: “I was going to say, people predict coins are going to 
be obsolete in the next ten years.”

“Probably more like money,” Chloe says. “We’re all going to pay 
with our phones. Or a chip embedded in our wrist.” She flips her left 
wrist, exposing her pale, hairless skin, the narrow blue vein shooting 
directly up to her beating heart. Not like being naked, but also it is. 
Drew is certain the husband has kissed her there, on the underside of 
her delicate wrist. Chloe’s smile is faint, shadowy, secret. The husband’s 
too, in a mirrored reflection.

The wife leans in and presses her shiny lips onto her husband’s 
cheek. “That’s pennies that are going to be obsolete,” she says. “Not all 
coins.” His turn to flush pink, not daring to swipe his face clean of that 
indistinct lip print seared onto him. 

Chloe folds her arms around her chest.
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“Isn’t that what you do, manage money?” the husband says to Drew. 
“Manage wealth?” He makes wealth sound like something requiring a 
buck in a cuss jar. “What’s the difference between wealth and money? 
Is that a specific figure?”

Drew sighs. “Is this the part where we drone about jobs?” he asks. 
Chloe huffs a protest, and the wife says, “Work talk is so DC. Let’s 
don’t do it.” He and the husband eye each other. The guy’s hairline 
has receded to about the center of his head. Drew thinks of a plastic 
headband, like his little sister wore. This guy? This guy? 

“People spend more hours of their lives at work than anywhere else,” 
the husband says. He clutches his butter knife like he’s threatened. Then 
the prick smiles at Drew, showing off his coffee-stained teeth, or tea. 

“Drew hates his job,” Chloe says. “But I have a funny story not about 
work.”

“Did you save someone’s life?” Drew asks. The wife titters in her 
rabbity way, then clamps a hand over her mouth for a quick moment. 

Chloe ignores him: “So, this happened the other night, when I was 
downstairs looking for my reading glasses.”

“I’ve heard this,” the husband says. “About the cereal.” 
Drew’s muscles tighten, rising along his body in a hard, ready 

ridge. He instantly knows the story, knows exactly what’s coming—
it’s not about cereal; who tells stories about cereal?—but he says 
anyway, “Go on.”

Chloe shakes her head. “Not that one about the cereal, though that’s 
funny. So anyway, I’m in the kitchen and hear this thumping outside on 
our deck, and when I turn on the light, there at the sliding glass door is 
this coon with a fish—.”

“Raccoon,” the husband says.
“Yeah, right. This coon holding a fish in its little hands, and the 

guiltiest look on its face. So the coon—.”
“Raccoon,” the husband repeats, louder.
“Raccoon, coon,” Chloe says. “Same thing.”
“Well, up here we say raccoon.”
“The animal, of course,” Chloe says. “You know exactly what I 

mean.” She tosses her napkin toward him. “Anyway, there’s lipstick on 
your face.”

He rubs barehanded, wipes his hand on his pants. Slides the napkin 
back to her. “I’m just saying, say raccoon. Not coon.”
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“I know what a raccoon is,” she says. “Where I’m from, it’s coon. The 
smelly, stripy furball dripping rabies is a coon.” Her fingers and thumbs 
form into two goggle-circles that she presses up against her eyes, like 
a mask. She speaks slowly: “Coon. A dumb old coon, like my brothers 
shoot in Louisiana. The animal. Nothing more than that. Just a simple 
word.” She lets her hands drop away from her face, sets them palms 
down on the table. “Coon.”

“People can hear you,” the husband says.
“People can hear you,” she says.
The husband stretches one hand toward the bread basket that’s just 

beyond his grasp, but no one nudges it closer. So he reaches across the 
table, almost a lunge, and grabs it himself, roots for the jalapeño bread, 
which he doesn’t butter. He chews with his mouth flapping open. 
Almost unfair, Drew thinks, all the things to dislike about the guy.

“Then what happened?” the wife asks. “When you saw it?” Her 
words are as delicate as corn silk, seemingly as innocent. Drew could 
tack on, go on, but holds off. 

“When I saw the coon?” Chloe says, defiant emphasis on the last 
word.

“Just stop,” the husband says. “We’re not allowed to say that. White 
people just aren’t. So never say it again, and everyone feels better.” He 
looks at Drew, appealing to him with a man-to-man vibe, as if his 
next words will be, control your woman. Drew half hopes they are, 
escalating the scene. Instead, the husband speaks through tightened 
lips: “Maybe you don’t know what that word means, Chloe?”

“I know you’re calling me a racist because I grew up in a backward 
place where we all call a furry animal a coon.”

“Maybe I am,” he says.
“I mean the animal,” she says. “It’s my story, and it’s just a word.” 
“That we are not allowed to say, goddamn it!” He bangs his fists on 

the table, making the silverware bounce.
That’s when a team of waiters arrives armed with ridiculously 

oversize plates they place on the table elaborately, but incorrectly, each 
plate in front of the wrong person. There’s a shuffling, shifting the 
plates to their proper places, and the drama of the announcement that 
the plates are very, very hot. (Not true; Drew taps his with the tips of 
his fingers.) 

It’s all sorted out, and the team is turning to leave when Drew 
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says, “Let’s ask what he thinks,” as he points to one of the waiters, not 
theirs, but the black one, with the shaved head, perfectly domed and 
almost glowing in the restaurant light. The man pauses, balanced on 
the balls of his feet, arms folded cricketlike behind his back in classic 
waiter pose. Ready to serve. Doing his job for hourly wage plus tips. 
If he’s apprehensive, he’s concealing those feelings. Drew knows the 
man doesn’t deserve being used as a prop, but, well. All’s fair, right? 
Everyone at this table is already hateful.

“What do you need?” Their official waiter butts in, waving for the 
busboy to fetch the water pitcher.

“Go on, Chloe. Ask,” Drew says. He speaks evenly, and stares at the 
husband’s cheekbony face. The wife’s shoe bangs his shin yet again, but 
he doesn’t flinch, and there’s no murmured apology. Drew’s motivations 
feel as unclear as they are powerful: Punish Chloe? Impress the wife? 
Show off to the pompous ass? Prove to himself he’s whatever “a man” is?

“Everything looks great,” Chloe says. “Thank you.” Her taut smile 
is possibly causing muscle pain. She sucks in a deep breath, and Drew 
is half terrified, half hoping that she will, in fact, say the word again, 
shriek it, but she simply puffs out all the air in a noisy gust as the 
husband acts absorbed in the task of aggressively shaking salt across 
his food and the table. The wife flicks a dismissive glance at Chloe, then 
tells the waiter she’ll take a glass of sauvignon blanc, and Drew says that 
sounds good to him too. 

The water glasses clink with ice and water, and the team of waiters 
disperses. Likely the black waiter didn’t notice Drew pointing at him 
like at a museum exhibit, didn’t hear that barked out ask him; likely the 
waiter’s focus was on his job. Likely he heard nothing. 

Silverware clatters as they eat. 
Then Drew says, “The word isn’t from the animal.” Unclear if 

anyone’s listening. They’re shoveling in the food (which isn’t very 
good, at least his isn’t; overcooked). He continues, but instead of 
speaking more loudly, he lowers his voice, a trick he knows to force 
people to pay attention: “There was a class in college. We learned about 
the slave trade, and ‘coon’ is most likely from barracoon, a Spanish 
word for the sheds or barracks where they stored the Africans they 
captured until they could be packed up on the ships and bundled off 
to America to be auctioned off and sold.” He speaks very matter-of-
factly, choosing each word carefully, as if he’s explaining something 
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complicated to people who are not especially bright, which he does 
often in his ridiculous job, helping rich people get richer. “Tons died 
there, in the barracoons, as you might imagine. Conditions were 
pretty brutal.”

The forks and knives slow, still.
Chloe says, “Well, of course that’s terrible. But it’s a different thing. 

You know I meant the animal. You know that. You know me.” She’s 
almost pleading, though it’s the husband she faces, not Drew.

Drew nods thoughtfully. “Not like it was some wired-up pen or 
stockade, which would be bad. These people were constrained, like 
shackles. Or a tight iron ring looping their necks to a tree. Chained 
like unloved dogs. They starved. Dysentery, cholera; can’t remember 
which. Both? Smallpox? Of course torture. Rape. Months, sometimes, 
before the slave ships rolled in.” 

“I’m not a racist,” Chloe says. “I know maybe I come from a racist 
place, and horrible people around me spouted racist shit, but I’m not a 
racist because of saying one word.”

“Haven’t we heard enough?” the husband commands. 
Drew pretends this comment is addressed to him. “I’m just 

explaining,” he says. “Look it up. Facts are facts.” He leans back. The 
wine arrives, and the wife grabs at the stem of the glass, balancing it 
carefully on the way to her lips. “Delicious,” she says, taking a second, 
longer sip.

“I’m not a racist,” Chloe says.
“Also, that’s where a lot of wealth comes from,” Drew says amiably to 

the husband. “Remember, you were asking earlier. Those slaves.”
Drew watches the husband stare down at his mauled crabcakes. Too 

much filler, not enough meaty chunks of crab. He can’t even order well. 
Drew feels sorry for Chloe; probably the whole table does, pity and a 
nervous sort of disgust. 

Yet he’s calm, at peace. He enjoys the arrival of juncture, that 
sensation when things tip decidedly one direction. That’s what he 
works for in his job, which is more like a therapist’s than one might 
expect, guiding people into considering their money and its role in 
their lives. Yes, it’s been an uncomfortable dinner, but every marriage 
ebbs and flows, creaks and groans, because while marriage seems to 
start as a romance, it’s a business contract. (Ask his divorced clients!) 
Worse things have been said, will be said, will be done. We’re the ones 
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who assign meaning to the words, Drew could say right now, otherwise 
they’re literally sounds and squiggles. 

Instead, he says: “Honey. It’s OK. I love you.” He grasps Chloe’s 
hand, his heavy wedding ring pressing against her skin. His insistence 
leaves her no choice but to press back.

The free desserts are the best part of the meal, they all agree. A tray 
of tiny crème brulees, which the black waiter brings to them, which 
they spoon up quickly, debating the best flavor.

He’s also the one who brings the check, and Drew reaches for the 
vinyl folder. “Let me,” he says, and Chloe says, “Thank you,” and the 
husband says, “That’s not necessary,” but Drew slides his credit card 
in and affects a bored expression, not bothering to read the bill. When 
the black waiter returns for the signature he stands, hovering, as Drew 
retrieves his card, lingers even as Drew says, “Thank you. Everything 
was great.”

“Thank you,” the waiter says. He continues to stand, looming, too 
tall and his back too straight, and suddenly Drew can’t look anywhere. 
It’s not as if he said the word; in fact, he’s the one who took an African 
American history class in college. He’s not a racist. No one here is. So 
why does he feel so goddamn shitty, his wife wearing a new dress and 
flirting all night with a douche? 

The waiter stands there, stands there, stands there—it couldn’t 
possibly be for as long as it feels—so Drew examines the credit card 
bill, mentally calculates 20 percent, then pulls out his wallet. “I tip in 
cash,” he says. “No credit card fee. No taxes. More to take home,” and 
he winks in a way that feels horrifically embarrassing. He drops down 
bill after bill after bill, as Chloe watches, and when he’s about to stop, 
she nudges his hand. “Remember the desserts were free,” she said. “Tip 
on that total,” and he knows exactly what she means, so he adds two 
more bills to the stack, and another. Signs the receipt. The waiter’s hand 
folds up the vinyl portfolio. “Thank you, sir,” he says, and he carries 
away Drew’s cash. Immediately, the group scrambles to leave, littering 
the air with faux promises to “do this again real soon.” Chloe thanks 
Drew again. That prick never does, forcing the wife to play grateful: 
“We appreciate you treating us. Next time’s our turn.” The waiter has 
disappeared to somewhere in the back, maybe telling the story of the 
42 percent tip. 

In the end, Drew knows he has won. What he has won, he doesn’t 
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know. Nor does he understand why he wanted to win it. Winning seems 
like enough, or all there is anyway, and it’s these thoughts in his head 
during the drive home as Chloe stares straight ahead, eyes glittery with 
tears she won’t dare let him see. As far as Drew is concerned, it’s done. 
The work husband is divorced. The funny thing is, the story she wanted 
to tell isn’t even a good one, a raccoon dropping one of the neighbor’s 
expensive koi on their deck, it flopping around uncomfortably, dying 
a slow, hard, lonely death. He could mention that to her right now, but 
he knows that’s not what she wants to hear.
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